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Abstract With the advent of sophisticated computer tools, it is possible to give a distributed
population of users direct access to reliability component operational histories. This allows the
user greater freedom in defining statistical populations of" components and selecting failure
modes. However, the reliability data analyst's current analytical instrumentarium is not
adequate for this purpose. The terminology used in organizing and gathering reliability data is
standardized, and the statistical methods used in analyzing this data are not always suitably
chosen. This report attempts to establish a baseline with regard to terminology and analysis
methods, to support the use of a new analysis tool It builds on results obtained in several
projects for the ESTEC and SKI on the design of reliability databases. Starting with
component socket time histories, we identify a sequence of questions which should be
answered prior to the employment of analytical methods. These questions concern the
homogeneity and stationarity of (possible dependent) competing failure modes and the
independence of competing failure modes Statistical tests, some of them new, are proposed
for answering these questions. Attention is given to issues of non-identiftability of competing
risks and clustering of failure-repair events. These ideas have been implemented in an analysis
tool for grazing component socket time histories, and illustrative results are presented. The
appendix provides background on statistical tests and competing failure modes.
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Design and Use of Reliability Database with Analysis Tool

THE DESIGN AND USE OF

RELIABILITY DATA BASE WITH

ANALYSIS TOOL

J.L.Paulsen1 J. Dorrepaal2, P. Hokstadt 3 R. Cooke 4

Risoe National Laboratory
Roskilde
Denmark

April 4 1996

1. INTRODUCTION

Reliability data is not simply "there" waiting to be gathered. A failure rate
is not an intrinsic property of a component like mass or charge. Rather,
reliability parameters are characteristics of populations which emerge from a
complex interactions of components, operating environments and maintenance
regimes. Properly defining the populations from which reliability data is to
be gathered requires first and foremost a clear perception of the purpose for
which the data is to be used.

We may broadly distinguish three types of users of reliability data:

the risk/reliability analyst interested in system performance
the maintenance engineer interested in maintenance optimization
the component designer interested in optimal design.

Among the questions which should be answered in defining relevant populations
are

arc there trends in the data?
when can data from different sockets be pooled?
how shall we analyze competing failure modes/mechanisms?
which distributions adequately describe the data?

Progress has been made in recent years with regard to these questions, but
this progress has not yet been translated into on-line tools for the potential
users. The principal difficulty is this: the above mentioned questions seldom
receive simple answers. Rather, the proper definition of relevant populations
requires intelligent interpretation on the part of the analyst. There is
seldom a unique "right" interpretation; the analyst must select an
interpretation which is suitable for the purpose at hand.

Department of Systems Analysis, Risoe National Laboratory
2
Department of Systems Analysis, Risoe National Laboratory
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4
Department of Informatics and Mathematics, Delft University of Technology
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Design and Use of Reliability Database with Analysis Tool

Up to now, the design of reliability data bases has been 'hard-wired'.
Decisions with regard to trends, pooling and competing failure modes and
distribution type were taken once and for all. The user is frequently unable
to reconstruct the methods by which these decision were taken, and is unable
to judge the suitability of the resulting reliability numbers to a given
problem. One and the same decision will seldom be suitable for all potential
users, for all maintenance regimes, for all operating environments.

With the advent of sophisticated analysis tools, it is possible to give the
analyst on-line access to operational data, and to let him/her interpret this
data. The basic architecture for reliability data generation is pictured
below. Individual installations send operational data to a central data
gathering facility. This repository can be accessed by a number of users,
either at the installations, at contractors or suppliers, at a regulatory
body, or, with authorization, outside. Each have an analysis tool to
interpret the data according to local needs.

DATA REPOSITORY

USERS WITH ON-LINE ACCESS
AND ANALYSIS TOOL

INSTALLATIONS

In presently existing systems analysis is performed, once and for all, at the
central facility. The new architecture means that the 'problem owner' in the
person of the analyst, can, and therefore must, play a much greater role in
the data generation process. To realize this, appropriate mathematical methods
must be made available, and the analyst must become familiar with their use.
Although mathematical development is still very much ongoing, there is enough
available at present to prototype the above architecture.

The purpose of this report is to define a framework for such an analysis
tool. We attempt to outline what a tool can do and how it can be used.
Sections 2 and 3 discuss types of maintenance and types of failure. Sections 4
and 5 discuss the data structure and the basic operations which can be
performed on the data. Section 6 proposes a general analysis scheme, and
section 7 discusses maintenance indicators. Section 8 gives some examples.

An extended appendix provides mathematical background. The first section of
the appendix proposes statistical tests for the analysis scheme of section 6.
Most of these tests are taken from the literature, but a few are new. The
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second section collects what is currently known about competing risk. A few
new results are also included.

This research has been partially financed by the Swedish Nuclear Inspectorate
SKI. SKI has supported the development of a prototype analysis tool (Dorrepaal
1995) to work in conjunction with the Swedish TUD data base, containing
operational data from Nordic nuclear power plants. The last two authors
gratefully acknowledge support from Risoe National Laboratory.

2. MAINTENANCE:

We distinguish types of maintenance jobs (preventive and corrective), and
ways in which maintenance is scheduled (calendar based, condition based,
opportunity based and emergency).

Maintenance jobs

Preventive: These are jobs which do not repair a fault or failure, but form
part of regular servicing.

Corrective: These aTe jobs to repair a defect, fault or failure.

Scheduling:

Calendar Based: These are planned maintenance activities, not based on
observed deterioration of component, but scheduled from calendar time, or some
surrogate such as cycles, cumulative load, etc. Calendar based maintenance
does not repair anything, and involves preventive maintenance jobs.

Condition Based: The component's state is observed to deviate from that which
the manufacturer intended, though the component's functionality (as required
by the system in which it serves) is still maintained. Hence it is possible to
leave the component in socket until a suitable maintenance opportunity arises.
Conditioned based maintenance is therefore planned and corrective. It is
typically triggered by indicators of degradation such as leaking, dirty oil
abnormal power consumption, vibration, noise, heat etc. A special type of
condition based maintenance might be called on-line condition based
corrective maintenance. This refers to situations in which the degradation can
be repaired without taking the component out of service.

Opportunity Based: Maintenance is undertaken when a suitable opportunity
presents itself. If the system is shut down for overhaul of one component,
other components may be maintained as well. The decision to maintain a
component at an opportunity may or may not be triggered by the condition
of the component .

Emergency: These are actions to repair a component which is in a state that
disables the system. The system cannot function until the repair is carried
out, and the repair activity was not planned beforehand. Repair actions
usually start almost immediately after component failure. Postponing repair is
not an option. Maintenance crews typically would like to prevent emergency
5

There is considerable overlap between the notions of condition-based and
opportunity based maintenance. In this report we will not consider opportunity
based maintenance further, it is included here for the sake of completeness.
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maintenance from occurring.

The way maintenance is scheduled may influence the type of maintenance which
is performed. Although usage is not standardized in this regard, we believe
there is some currency in using these concepts in such a way that the
following table emerges:

^SCHEDULE

JOB Nv

PREVENTIVE

CORRECTIVE

PLANNED

CALENDAR

X

CONDITION
BASED

X

OPPORTUNITY
BASED

X

X

UNPLANNED

EMERGENCY

X

3. FAILURE

Degraded Failure: A component is not in the state which the manufacturer
intended for performing its function, but the system function is still being
fulfilled. The component is in a non-critically degraded state.

Critical Failure: The component is unable to perform its function due to
critical degradation of component state. Critically degraded components are
always repaired or renewed, and the repair typically begins as soon as
possible. Critical failure may be total or non-total.

Entrained Functional Unavailability: The functionality of the component is
lost due to the upstream failure of some supporting system. The component
need not be repaired.

Total failure: The component not only fails to meet specifications, but fails
to meet specifications to any degree. Non-total critical failure occurs when
the component fails to meet specifications but still has some residual
functionality, as when a pump cannot deliver the required flow rate but can
still deliver some flow.

The overlap in the notions Functional/Non-Functional component performance and
Repair/No-Repair maintenance jobs (i.e. corrective and preventive maintenance)
are shown below:
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Component
Performance

Maintenance
Job

Functional Non-Functional

Repair No-Repair

Component
S ta te

Degraded

I I
In-line Off-line
Repair Repair

Critical

Not Total Total

Entrained

The terms "functional and non-functional" are also used to describe failures
in way which is complementary to the way they are used to describe component
states. Thus a "functional failure" arises when a component is in a
non-functional state.

The previous table of maintenance can now be supplemented to include the types
of repairs typically performed. There will of course be exceptions. Some
components may be allowed to remain in-line even though their functionality is
totally lost. In this case the repair of a critical failure might be planned.

SCHEDULE
\

JOB \ ^

PREVENTIVE

CORRECTIVE

PLANNED

CALENDAR

NO
REPAIR

CONDITION
BASED

REPAIR

DEGRADED

FAILURES

OPPORTUNITY
BASED

NO
REPAIR

REPAIR

DEGRADED

FAILURES

UNPLANNED

EMERGENCY

REPAIR

CRITICAL

FAILURES

The following picture displays the various maintenance and failure concepts in
a plot of state against time:
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critical failure (total)
emergency maintenance

critical failure
emergency maintenance

degraded failure
condi t ion based
maint enance -*o

* •

Total

C r i t i c a l

— Degraded
/ calendar maintenance

As Good As New

TIME

4. DATA STRUCTURE

The data consists of component time histories, organized in the following
hierarchical categories

Hierarchical Category Inc i dent data

Station Unit

B
B
B
B

System

311
311
311
311

Component
Socket
V01
V01
V01
V0 2

Subcomponent failr&repair field1

actuat or
sensor
actuat or
actua t or

1/1/85 D B A text
2/2 /9 0 A V D text
3/5/9 6 C B F text
1/4/84 B B E text

The subcomponent is the maintainable part. When a subcomponent is in repair,
the component is non available. The system may or may not be available.
TUD Failure fields contain:

failure
detection

date failure
effect

failure
type

TUD Repair fields contain:

action start
unavlbty

start start
repair avlbty

personnel mans nr
hours

Regular lest are not considered maintenance jobs, as they, by themselves, do
not alter the state of the component.

10 Risø-R-896(EN)
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An example from the TUD data reporting system is shown below.
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5. OPERATIONS ON DATA

Mathematically, a time history is a colored point process. The "points" are
the event times logged in the data base. Each "point" bears a number of
properties describing the event. A grouping of properties into mutually
exclusive and exhaustive sets is called a coloring. The notion of a colored
point process resembles the "marked point process" as found in the literature.
However, in a marked point process the distribution over the possible marks,
given that an event has occurred, is independent of the history of the
process.

Competing risk processes produce colored point processes. After each event,
risks (or colors) l...n are competing to cause the next time event. When the
next time event occurs, we observe which risk caused it.

Three main types of operation may be performed on the data:

Superposition: Time histories having the same begin and end points may be
superposed. The set of event times of the superposition is the union of the
event times of superposed processes. In general, superposing scrambles any
structure in the individual processes. A notable exception occurs in the case
of superposing independent (homogeneous or non-homogeneous) Poisson processes.
Since the intensity function of these processes does not depend on the history
of the process, the intensity function of the superposition is the sum of the
intensity functions of the superposed processes, and is independent of the
history of the process.

Pooling: Pooling is applied to data generally. The pooled data are considered
as multiple realizations of the same random variable or sft chastic process.
When time histories are pooled, these are considered as realizations of the
same (colored) point process. The process determines the "M(t)" function, were
M(t) is the expected number of events up to time t. The expected number of
events up to t can be estimated from the pooled data. It is not necessary that
the individual processes all have the same calendar begin and end points.

In case inter-event times are pooled, these are considered as realizations of
the same distribution. Typically, but not always, inter-event times are
pooled when the individual processes are believed to be renewal processes.

When the pooled objects are realizations of different distributions or
processes, then their pooled combination realizes a mixture of the
distributions or processes. Any information contained in the ordering of the
time histories or inter-event times is lost when these are pooled. When
pooling inter-event times from different distributions, collected over the
same calendar period, the distribution with the smallest expected inter-event
time will contribute the greatest number of inter-event times. Suppose we pool
processes 1 and 2 with expected inter-event times Ej and E2, over the same
(large) calendar period. The percentage of inter-event times coming from
process 1 will be approximately (1/E1)/(1/E1+1/E2).

Coloring/Uncoloring: A coloring of time events is a partition of the
event properties into mutually exclusive and exhaustive classes (colors). A
colored process can be uncolored by simply giving each event the same color.
If the events of a homogeneous Poisson process with intensity A are assigned n
colors with probability Pi,...pn, in a manner independent of the process, then
the points with color i form a Poisson process with intensity p,A. For i •£ j ,
the i-colored process is independent of the j-colored process. For

12 Risø-R-896(EN)
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non-homogeneous Poisson processes the coloring may depend on time, so long as
it is independent of the process.

A very special color is the invisible color. Giving points the invisible color
is equivalent to deleting them.

In addition to these three main operations, two other operations may be
defined:

Splicing: Splicing involves the removal of intervals of time and adjoining
the the unremoved parts. It may be applied, for example, to remove functional
unavailabilities if these are not considered relevant to the
aging of a component.

Concatenation: Concatenation applies to time histories. Whereas in pooling,
these are considered as multiple realizations of ona process, concatenation
appends one history to the other, so as to create one new time history.
Concatenation will not be applied further; it is mentioned only for the sake
of completeness.

To illustrate superposition and pooling; the outage times of the actuator and
sensor may be superposed to form the outage times of the vOl valve. If the
sensor may be regarded as renewed whenever the actuator is repaired and vice
versa, then the superposition WILL be a renewal process, and the individual
actuator and sensor histories WILL NOT be renewal processes. On the other
hand, if the sensor is not renewed when the actuator is repaired, then the
superposition, i.e. the vOl valve, WILL NOT be a renewal process. The
inter-outage times of the vOl and vO2 valves in the 311 system may be pooled
to form the set of inter-outage times for 311 valves. The outage events may be
colored according to the sub component which failed the component, but they
may also be colored according to method of detection or effect or repair type.

In general, superposition is performed in order to obtain a renewal process.
If the maintenance crew strives to return components to service
as-good-as-new, then all sub components should be superposed.

In general, pooling is performed on identical independent renewal processes in
order to obtain better statistical estimates of the inter-event distribution.
In some cases non-identical renewal processes may be pooled. Thus, some
maintenance indicators can be defined from pooling of non-identical renewal
processes.

The following picture shows the operations of pooling and superposing (the
pooling in this case is pooling of renewal processes and the pooled
combination is the set of inter-outage times):

Risø-R-896(EN) 13
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sensor

actuator

-I | 1 ( 1 | ( -\ ( } superposi t ion
(vOl valve)

A S A S A •

J I' 'I I' 'I I' —Jl I!— \ pooled inter
'II' 'II' j outage times

6. ANALYSIS SCHEME FOR FAILURE DATA

For risk and reliability analysis we ultimately need life distributions, and
the estimation of life distributions from time histories calls for renewal
processes. However, we are also interested in trends, types of failure,
failure modes, failure effects, etc., and this leads us to competing risk
renewal processes.

We assume for the sake of discussion that repair times are negligible relative
to the failure times. Before starting an analysis, the user must choose a pool
of objects in the data hierarchy. The pool is a set of branches in the
hierarchy, typically terminating at the same level. For example, components
vOl, vO2, vO3 and vO4 in the 311 system at station B unit 1 may be chosen.
Event times beneath each lowest node on each branch will be superposed. Thus,
events relating to the valves and actuators for vOl will be superposed, and
similarly for vO2...vO4. The user also chooses a time window, begin and end
poin«,s in calendar time. The user has now defined four time histories; these
are colored point processes, where the colors correspond to the data fields
beneath v01..v04 in the data hierarchy. Finally, the user chooses a coloring
of events, this is a set of mutually exclusive and exhaustive sets of colors.
The coloring may be in terms of sub components, but may also be in terms of
method of detection, or whatever.

The analysis scheme consists of a structured set of questions directed to this
data, together with statistical tests to answer these questions. Typically,
each question must be answered with "yes" before proceeding to the next
question. More precisely, the answer "yes" should not be statistically
rejected (see Appendix). The questions are as follows:

Are the time histories homogenecus and independent"!
For this question the time histories are considered as uncolored. Independence
will fail, for example, if the events for the time histories of vOl vO2, vO3
and vO4 tend to cluster in calendar time. If homogeneity fails, the uncolored
events should not be regarded as realizations of the same (uncolored) point
process. If homogeneity holds, then for every "most" t, the number of events
up to t for v01...v04 should not differ significantly. The time histories may
then be pooled, and the (uncolored) point process of which they are all
realizations may be characterized by an M(t) function, where M(t) is the
average number of events up to time t. M(t) is estimated as M*(t), the pooled
number of events up to t divided by the number of time histories (in this
example, 4).
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Once the pooled data is judged homogeneous and independent, the data can be
summarized via the "empirical process" M*(t).

Is the coloring stationaryl
The M*(t) process is now considered as colored. The coloring is stationary if
the proportion of, say, "red" and "green" points does not vary significantly
with calendar time.

Is the process "color blind" competing risk?
A competing risk processes is described by an n-tuple of risks or colors, and
a countable set of n-tuples of random variables (Xn,..Xln), (X2i,..X2n)
(X31,..X3n)... . After the (i-l)-th event, the next event occurs at time
min{X,i,..Xin} and is assigned the color of the index realizing the minimum.
Hence, we observe (min{X,i,..Xin}, C(i)), where C(i) is the color of the i-th
event, i.e. C(i) says which risk caused the i-th event.

The process is color blind if the distribution of (min^X^.-X,-,,}, C(i)) is
independent of the color of the (i-l)-th event. Ignoring time dependences of
a scale which is small relative to the expected inter-event times, color
blindness implies that the processes gotten by splicing together all
inter-event times beginning with color j , j = l,...n, are homogeneous.

Is the process stationary competing risk?
In other words is the process (min{Xj1,..Xin}, c(i)), i = 1,2,...;
stationary. Since the coloring has already been found to be stationary, this
is equivalent to asking whether the uncolored process is stationary.

Is the process renewal competing risk?
In other words, is the process (min{Xj1,..Xin}) c(i)) i = 1.2....; a renewal
process.

Which competing risk life distributions are consistent with the data?
The appendix contains background on competing risk models. Using such models,
the effect of one risk on the others may be estimated, and the so-called
'naked failure rates" can be extracted. These in turn may be used in
reliability prediction and performance assessment for maintenance and for
components.

The following graph summarizes the analysis schema:
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ARE THE TIME HISTORIES HOMOGENEOUS

AND INDEPENDENT?

JYES

IS THE COLORING STATIONARY?

YES

IS THE PROCESS COLOR-BLIND

COMPETING RISK?

T
IS THE PROCESS STATIONARY

COMPETING RicK?

WHICH COMPETING RISK MODELS

ARE CONSISTENT WITH SUBSURVIVOR FUNCT'NS

EXTRACT FAILURE AND REPAIR RATES

NO; redefine?

NO: smal ler time window

NO; r e color?

NO; STOP?
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7. MAINTENANCE INDICATORS

Maintenance strives to

(1) minimize unavailability and risk
(2) minimize repair time and cost

Quantitative Indicators

Calendar Maintenance:

Calendar based is preventive maintenance. It seeks to prevent corrective
maintenance. The comparison would seem entirely straightforward: if two
policies A and B involve the same preventive maintenance costs, but policy A
is associated with fewer corrective events than policy B, then A is better
than B. Similarly; if A and B have the same number of corrective events, but A
is cheaper, then A is better than B.

The problem with such simple comparisons is this: they assume that the
components in A and B are identical. It might be that B's components are much
worse than A's, and that B's additional preventive effort was necessary to
suppress additional critical failures. People experienced with maintenance
know that "identical components", especially mechanical components, may
behave very differently under different operating environments. Of course,
overall maintenance quality is part of the operational environment.

Valid comparisons of maintenance performance must take the inherent or
naked failure rate of the component into account. The naked failure rate is
the rate at which failures would be seen if the component were run-to-fail
without any preventive maintenance. This is contrasted with the observed
failure rate, that is the rate of occurrence of failures while the preventive
maintenance policy is followed. We assume that these rates have not been
changing in time (if so, then this itself is a strong indicator for
maintenance performance).

Preventive maintenance is evaluated with respect to two criteria (Paulsen and
Cooke 1994, 1995):

(1) Effectiveness: the ability to prevent corrective events from
occurring,

(2) Efficiency: the degree to which maximal service lifetimes of
maintained components are realized.

In addition a third indicator might be taken as low (or decreasing) naked
failure rates. However, This is probably best regarded as an over-all
reflection of safety/maintenance culture.

Two indices are introduced:
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naked rate of occurrence corrective events
PM effectiveness Index:

observed rate of occurrence corrective events

A PM effectiveness index of 1 indicates that the system would see just as
many failures if no preventive maintenance were performed at all. The higher
the PM index, the better the preventive maintenance policy succeeds in
preventing corrective maintenance.

expected time to preventive events
PM efficiency Index:

expected t ime to corrective events

In other words, this index compares the expected lifetime, given that the
sojourn ends in preventive maintenance, to the expected lifetime given that
the sojourn ends in corrective maintenance. The random signs model predicts
that the above ratio should be less than one. A ratio greater than one would
suggest that preventive maintenance is keyed by the length of time since last
replenishment, with longer times-since-last-renewal having greater probablity
of preventive maintenance.

The assessment of a naked failure rate requires a model for preventive and
corrective maintenance as competing risks.

Corrective Maintenance:

Corrective maintenance seeks to prevent critical failure, in the same sense as
above. Further, it should censor as little useful life as possible. The
quantitative indicators are the similar to those for preventive maintenance.

naked rate of occurrence c r i t i c a l events
CM effectiveness Index:

observed rate of occurrence c r i t i c a l events

expected t ime to degraded events
CM efficiency Index:

expected t ime to c r i t i c a l events

Again, the assessment of naked failure rates requires a model for degraded and
critical failure as competing risks.

Qualitative indicators

Qualitative indicators which may reveal something about maintenance aTe:
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Repair times should not be getting longer (hopefully shorter)

Rate of occurrence of failures should not be increasing (hopefully
decreasing

Systems should be renewal; that is repaired to as good as new.

There should not be large numbers of early failures (possibly indicating
maintenance induced failure).

8. EXAMPLES

The following examples are for illustrative purposes only, the data on which
they are based, and the interpretation of this data, have not been checked
with maintenance personnel. The examples are selected to illustrate the
quantitative indicators. The concepts used in discussing the data are
explained in the appetidix.

Preventive Maintenance

Preventive maintenance can only be assessed with data containing preventive
and corrective events. The local database at the nuclear power plant Bl has
been selected for this purpose. Three sheets summarize the data. The "type
of mainten." on the first sheet indicate the corrective actions (dark) and
preventive actions (light). Twenty sockets of the main pressure release valve
of the 314 system are selected. The data covers the period from 1-1-87 to
1-9-95.

The second sheet indicates that the data is homogeneous both respect to time
and with respect to component socket. The trend graphs show no marked trends.

The third sheet gives the subsurvival functions, the dark lines correspond to
corrective actions, the light lines to preventive actions. The first graph
gives the subsurvival functions, the second graph the conditional subsurvival
functions. We see that the conditional subsurvival function for corrective
maintenance dominates that for preventive maintenance. This is consistent with
the random signs model, which is used to extract naked failure rates. The
conditional subsurvival functions do not go to zero, owing to the effect of
service sojourns interrupted by termination of the observation period. The
expectations associated with these conditional subsurvival functions are
estimated as the area under these curves, out to the longest service sojourn.

The bottom two graphs give the observed time average failure rates for type 1
(corrective) and type 2 (preventive) events. Time-wise bounds are also given.

The quantitative indicators cannot be retrieved from these graphs, but are
stated below.

The observed rate for corrective events is estimated as

nr corrective events/total time on test = 0.006 events/mo.

The naked rate for corrective events, estimated with the random signs model is
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l/(expectation of cond. subsurf. corrective evens) = 0.02 events/mo.

Therefore:

PM effectiveness = 3.33.

The preventive maintenance is very effective in preventing corrective events.

The efficiency is estimated as:

expected sojourn length of preventive events 24
a- — = 0.48.

expected sojourn length of correct ive events 50

The expectations are simply the areas under the respective conditional
subsurvival functions. The efficiency is not spectacular, indicating room for
improvement.
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Corrective Maintenance

Corrective maintenance indicators can be assessed from data containing only
corrective events. The industry-wide TUD data base is used for this purpose.
Again, we focus on the main pressure relief valves of the 314 system. The time
frame is 1-1-85 to 1-9-95. Two plants have been chosen for comparison, Bl, and
02. The distinction between critical and degraded events is based on the
"effect of failure". The daTk letters (A,B,C,D,E,F,G,H,K) correspond to
functional failures, that is, events involving loss of function. These are
considered critical events. The light letter (L) corresponds to non-functional
events, considered as degraded failures.

The interpretation of the graphs is the same as in the previous case, mutatis
mutandis. We focus first on the conditional subsurvival functions for Bl. The
dark line corresponds to critical events, the light line to degraded events.
Note that the dark line dominates the light line. This is consistent with the
random signs model, which is used to extract the naked rate. The observed rate
is estimated as:

nr corrective events/total time on test = 0.004 events/mo.

The naked rate for corrective events, estimated with the random signs model is

l/(expectation of cond. subsurf. corrective evens) = 0.009 events/mo.

Therefore:

CM effectiveness (Bl) = 0.009/0.004 = 2.25.

The corrective maintenance effectiveness is nearly as high as the preventive
maintenance effectiveness for Bl.

The CM efficiency for Bl is estimated as

expected sojourn length of degraded events 79.4
= 0.6.

expected sojourn length of c r i t i c a l events 128.6

The efficiency for corrective maintenance is somewhat better than that for
preventive maintenance at Bl.

For 02 the situation is quite different. The conditional subsurvival function
for critical events lies below that for degraded events. Sojourns ending in
critical events tend to be shorter than sojourns ending in degraded events.
This suggests that non-critical corrective actions are performed with a
probability which increases with component age. The probability of a sojourn
ending a degraded event beyond time t given survival up to t, is increasing
with t. this is indicated by the dotted line "2/(1+2)". The independent model
is used to extract the naked failure rate for critical events. In this case
the naked failure rate coincides with the observed failure rate, so

CM effectiveness (02) = 1.
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For 02, the observed failure rate is 0.009 events/mo. This is also the naked
failure rate under the independent model. Note that this coincides with the
naked failure rate for Bl under the random signs model. Thus the naked failure
rates for Bl and 02 are the same, though the observed failure rate for
critical events at Bl is lower (0.004). Had we used the independent model for
Bl, we would have concluded that the naked failure rate for critical events at
Bl was lower than at 02, thereby (erroneously) attributing the effectiveness
of Bl's maintenance to superior components.

Corrective maintenance at 02 is not effective in preventing critical events.

The CM efficiency for 02 is estimated as

expected sojourn length of degraded events 150
= 1.4.

expec ted so journ leng th of c r i t i c a l events 109

The greater efficiency of CM at 02 is explained by the longer sojourn times
ending in degraded events.

Conclusions

The quantitative indicators appear to be meaningful, so far as can be judged
by this very limited application. This can be seen in the fact that the PM and
CM indicators are roughly the same for the 314 system at Bl. Moreover, the
naked failure rates for critical events at Bl and 02 are the same, even though
the observed failure rates differ.
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figure: Number of failures per year per omponent socket
mean number of failures per socket per year = 0,18

There is a 0,44 significance for similar reliability behaviour of the sockets in the population
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figure: Calendar effect on the unavailability in the population as a whole
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APPENDIX

1. STATISTICAL TESTS

This appendix contains details on the statistical tests proposed for
implementing the analysis schema.

1. Homogeneity of processes

We have w processes N = {Nj(t)}, i = l,.,,w, where N{ is the counting process
with intensity

Ho: I,(t) = M\(t); i = l,...w.

We shall test the hypothesis

Ho: I,(t) = . . .U t ) .

When all processes are defined over the same interval [0,t], the test
statistic (Cox and Lewis 1966 p. 232) reduces to

- N * ( t ) ) 2

(1)

f^ N*(t)

where N* = (\f^)Ei=1._w Nrft).

The suggested test (Cox and Lewis 1966) is to reject Ho when D > Xn-i,cxi where
Xn-i a ' s the cc-quantile of the x2 distribution with n-1 degrees of freedom.
This' will give a test with level a when the w processes under Ho are
(nonhomogeneous) Poisson processes. This test is designed to detect whether
the n processes have the same intensity I(t), not to detect whether their
intensity is constant in time (giving the homogeneous Poisson process).

Modified test

To avoid the assumption that {Nj(t)} are Poisson processes, the following
approach is recommended: Divide the interval [0,t] in two equal pieces,
giving the processes:

Nj, , ( s ) , 0 < s < t/2
} i - l,2,...w.

N,. )2(s), t /2 < s < t

Further, let n e w! be a permutation of (l,2,...w) and let
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A/* = {N„(Oi, ® N,,2}; i = l,2,...w;

where

I„(l))i(s) : 0 < s < t / 2

',r(.),i(s) + N,-,2(s) - N, i2(t/2): t/2 < s < t

We compute the distribution of D(Af„.), TT e w! by simulation, ?.nd reject Ho if
D(yV) is in the upper or lower 2Vi% quantile.

2. Independence of processes

We want a test to detect 'clustering' of failure events from the various
processes, that is, the tendency of events in the different processes to occur
close in time. Such a clustering means either that there are common peaks in
the intensities I,(t) of the processes or that the processes {N<(t)} are
stochastically dependent.

Choose one of the w processes Nj(t), with a 'medium or large' number of
events. For simplicity we choose process Nj, and let the events of this
process occur at times

T,,...Tfc.

Define intervals (Tj-Zl, Tj+zi) covering these events. Assuming no overlap,
these intervals cover a fraction

?T(A) = N,(T)22\/T

of the interval with length T. Under the hypothesis

Ho: "No clustering across processes (neither peaks of intensities, nor
dependencies)"

is the probability of any observation of the processes N<(t), i > 2
falling in one of the intervals of length 2A Let

N(T) =

be the total number of events of the processes N t(t), k > 2, and let

w

N*(T) = £ Nfc*(t)
k=2
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be the total number falling in any of the intervals of length 2A Given N(T)
= n, N*(T) will, under Ho, have the binomial distribution {n, Pr(^)). Using a
Normal approximation, we reject Ho when

N*(T) -
> Ur

where Ua is the cv-quantile of A^(0,l) (this requires a Poisson process under
Ho), see also {Cox and Lewis 1966 p 247-8). If N*(T) is small (less than 5) we
should use the binomial or Poisson distribution, rather than Af(O,l). It is
suggested that A be chosen so that ?T(A) « 0.1.

3. Stationary Coloring

We construct a test to detect whether the ratio of colored events (R and G)
is constant over time. Let

= P{event occurring at time t is colored R}.

We test the hypothesis

"o: Pj?(l) = P/e (independent of t).

We test Ho by dividing the interval (0,T) in two. Let

N^! = number of R events in (0,T/2]

NR 2 = number of R events in (T/2,T).

Given the total number of events

n, = N(T/2)

n2 = N(T) - N(T/2)

we have that NR>1 and NK)2 under Ho are independently and binomially
distributed with probability pR. We reject Ho when

U
a / 2

where N^ = NR1 + NK2 and n = n, + n2, using PR* = N^/n, under Ho.
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4. Color Blind Competing Risk Model

Is the colored process 'renewed1 to the same degree by R-events and G-events?
If not, the colored process might be a superposition of an R- and G-
processes (which could be renewal).

For R-process, let {X/f|fc}fc=i)2 be the sequence of intervals starting with R

For G-process, let {X^*.}*-^.. be the sequence of intervals starting with G.

We test

Ho: {X#fc} and { X ^ } are realizations of identical processes.

We reduce Ho to two 'subhypotheses':

1) Hol: Iff(t) = Io(t) (the uncolored R- and G-processes have the same

intensity)

2) Ho2: PR(R) = PG(G) (the fraction of R-events in the R-process and

G-process are the same).

1) When testing H0|i it should be observed that having just one realization,
the R- and G-processes are observed over non - overlapping intervals only:

R-process

G-process

R
1

R
i

R
i

R
i

G
i

G
i

G

R
i

R
i

R
J_

G
i

G
i

G
1

G
i

G
i

R
i

R
i

R
i

G
i

G
i

G
i

G
i

G
i

R
1

R
1

R
1

R
1

R
1

Thus, in order to test Hoi in this case it is required to splice together the
intervals

R R G
R-process J —' •—

G G R
j i i
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G R G R G R
G-process J 1 ' ' 1 L

and test whether these have the same intensity over intervals with lengths TR

and TG. A test of Lindqvist (1993) could be applied to test identity within
the class of homogeneous Poisson, nonhomogeneous Poisson and Weibull trend
renewal processs. A simpler test (see Cox and Lewis 1996 p. 232) rejects Ho j
if

(NG(TG)-TGA*)2

D = + > x \
TR\* TGA*

where

TR + TG

This might be a feasible test for Ho j only under the additional assumption of
having a renewal process (stationarity); actually testng

H*o,i: {Xtf.fc}^! a n d {^.fc^1!, h a v e s a m e distribution.

However, for this hypothesis several standard tests exist, e.g.

i) Kolmogorov-Smirnov statistic: Form the empirical distribution functions of

= P(XR < x)

FG(x) = P{XG < x);

reject H*oi if

sup |F*|f(x) - F*G(x)| >

x

(Cox and Ilinkley 1974 p. 199).

ii) Wilcoxon two sample statistic (on ranks): This is a good alternative.
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2) The test for

Ho,2: P«(R) = PC(R)

is identical to the test used for "stationary coloring" (see above). Let the
R-process have nR events and let NRR of these be R. Let the G-process have nG

events and let NGR of these be R. Reject Ho2 if

V

where N/j = NRR +NG^, n = nR + nG-

U
o / 2

5. Stationarity

We test for trend. The uncolored process has inter-event times Xi, X2,...Xn:

X l X2

Ho: {X,} are identically distributed.

At least two commonly used tust may be applied:

1) Laplace test (Poisson process); reject Ho when

Ai/12

(Cox and Lewis 1966, p.47).

2) Arrange the X,-'s in increasing order

^(1)1 X(2),—X(I1).

Let r(i) be the rank of X,- and define the score for X :̂

Sj = 1/n + ...l/(n-r(i)+l).

Reject when |V| > Ua/2
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V = £ s,(i- iiji)/a* > Ua
1 = 1

(testing E(X,) constant against E(X5i) increasing/decreasing, Cox and Lewis
1996 p. 56). Here

1

6. Renewal

It remains to test for independence of inter-event times X,-. Let

Pi = corr(Xfc,Xfc+1).

The main test would check the independence of subsequent inter-event times:

Ho: Pl = 0.

Reject II0 when

- l ) | > U a / 2 ;

É M . X ^
t = 1 = 1

n 2
I (X..-X*)

i = 1

7. Homogeneous Poisson

Given that the X,'s are iid, we may test whether these are exponential (thus
giving the homogeneous Poisson process).

Ho: Poission against Ht: renewal process.

Cox and Lewis (1966, p. 161) suggest two tests:

1) Reject Ho if

2n(logX* - (1/n) £ logX,)
« = 1 2
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2) Reject Ho if

n+l

E |x,-x*|
i = 1

w*n = > constant
2(n+l)X*

where under

w * n ~

Hoi

.368,
0 .05908

n

0 .07145

n2

0.368 is 1/e, which is the mean of w*n.

(Cox and Lewis 1966, p. 162).
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2 COMPETING RISK

We review results from the theory of competing risk life variables and
competing risk processes. Rigorous and general definitions of competing risk
processes, with relations to colord point processes, are not available at
present. We define specific concepts as we need them. Most of this appendix is
adapted from (Cooke 1996a 1996b), where proofs and additional discussion can
be found. Theorems 6, 7, 11, and 12 are new and proofs are given.

If we wish to assess the failure rates corresponding to different competing
failure modes we are in a situation of competing risk; different life
processes are competing as it were to terminate the component's service. Data
come from pooling inter-event times of competing risk renewal processes. For
the theory of independent competing risks see (Cox 1959, Gail 1975 and David
and Moeschberger 1978, Crowder 1991, 1994).

Notation, Definitions and Background

Suppose there are k competing risks. With risk i we associate a life variable
X,-. If y = min{x1,...xfc} then the component exits service at time y. In this
case we observe y, and also observe which risk terminated the component's
service. To determine the distribution of X,- we may as well assume that i = 1,
X = Xij and put Z = min'{X2,...Xfc}. Then the observed variable is

Y = (min{X,Z}, \{X<Z)).

In other words, we observe the least of X and Z, and observe which it is. In
this section we are concerned with two competing risks or failure modes. It is
convenient and customary to speak of one of these, say Z, as censoring the
other, X; hence we speak of X as the life variable, which dies, and Z as the
censoring variable.

"X ± Z" will say that X and Z are independent. Let Y,-, i = 1,2,... be
independent copies of Y. The process Y = \uY2y... is called the competing
risk renewal process associated with Y. If X J. Z and X is exponential with
failure rate A, then we can easily find the MLE of A from observations of
independent copies of Y. Re-arranging if necessary, let the first N
observations be written as

(yi,-.yw) = (x1,..xfI,z1,...zm); n+m = N

where Xi,...xn are inter-event times at which the variable X was observed, and
z l r..zm the times at which the variable Z was observed. If Fz, tz denote the
cumulative distribution and density of Z respectively, the likelihood of
parameter value A given (yj,...y^) is:

m
= II AexpMx.Kl-F^x,)) * n exp{-Az,-}fz{Zj).

Setting the derivative of the logarithm of the RHS equal to zero, one finds
that the maximum likelihood estimator is
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(1)

The quantity (£;<„ x, + Ej<m zj )/n is called the total time on test
statistic (TTT).

Hence, for independent exponential variables with parameter A, subject to
random right censoring, the MLE of A is TTT "! We don't need to know anything
about the distribution of the censoring variable Z, except that X ± Z.

Neglecting the the censored life times in the case of independence would lead
to an overestimate A. For reliable components, the sum of the censored
lifetimes is typically much larger than the sum of the observed failure times,
and the overestimation can be large. To illustrate, suppose our data comes
from different plants, and we consider the aggregate data as a Poisson
process. If we estimate A as 1/MTTF (mean time to failure), then Figure 1
shows how wrong this estimate can be.

plant 1 | 1 |
x2

plant 2

plant 3

plant 4 1 |
t

observation time -> time of assessment

Figure 1
Censored failure data from four plants

The Xj's are the failure times and the Z;'s are the censoring times. 1/MTTF
would be estimated as 2/(X!+x2); whereas tlr. MLE of A is 2/(£x; + £z,).

On the other hand, if the competing risks are not independent, then assuming
independence can lead to under estimating A. We return to this point later.

Statistical confidence intervals cannot be readily computed for the MLE of A
under random right censoring, as the sampling distribution of the TTT is not
available. We can however appeal to the asymptotic normality of the MLE to
derive bounds, but we shall not pursue this here (for a discussion see Bain
1978 or Nelson 1990). However, a better method would be to use the bootstrap.

Subsurvival Functions and Identifiability

If F -̂ is the cumulative distribution function of X, then S^ = 1 - ?x 1S

the survival function of X. If ?x
 n a s a density (unless stated otherwise, we

assume throughout that all distributions have densities) then the failure rate
rA(t) of X is
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= fx(t)/Sx(t) = -(dSx/dt)/Sx(t). (2)

Since

d[ln(Sx)] = dSx/Sx;

we have

Sx(t) = exp{-/'rx(t)dt} = exp{/'(dSx/dt)Sxdt}.
o o

Sx*(t) = Prob{X > t and X < Z} is called the subsurvival function of X
(Peterson 1977). Note that Sx* depends on Z, though this fact is suppressed in
the notation. If S*x is continuous at 0 then Sx*(0) = Prob(X < Z). If X and Z
are independent:

sx*(t) + Sz*(t) = Prob{X > t and Z > t} = Prob{X > t}Prob{Z > t} =

Sx(t)Sz(t) (3)

Definition: Real functions S,* and S2* on [0,co) form a (continuous)
subsurvival pair if

1. Sj* and S2* are non-negative non-increasing (continuous, continuous from

the right at zero) Sj*(O) < 1, S2*(0) < 1,

2. l i m ^ S,*(t) = 0, l i m ^ S2*(t) = 0;

3. S^O) = 1 - S2*(0).

Sx* and S^* form a subsurvival pair. Empirical subsurvival functions contain
all the information in the data; that is, any parameter that can be
estimated from the data can be written as a function of the empirical
subsurvival functions. The conditional subsurvival function is the subsurvival
function, conditioned on the event that the failure mode in question is
manifested. With continuity of S*x and S*y at zero:

P(X > t and X < Z | X < Z) = S*x(t)/S*x(O)

P(Z > t and Z < X | Z < X) = S*z(t)/S*2(O).

Closely related to the notion of subsurvival functions is the probability of
censoring beyond time t:

Note that for continuous subsurvival functions #(0) = P(Z < X).

The subcumulative distribution functions for X and Z are:
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F*x(t) = P(X s t and X < Z) = S*x(0) - S*x(t);

F*z(t) = P(Z < t and Z < X) = S*z(0) - S*0(t).

Peterson (1976) derived bounds on the survival function S# by noting:

P(X < t and X < Z) < P(X < t) < P(X < t or Z s t);

which entails:

1 - F*A-(t) > S,(t) > S*x (t) + S*z(t).

Note that the quantities on the left and right hand sides are observable.

We can now state the main result for independent competing risks. This theorem
generalizes for n competing modes.

Theorem 1 (Tsiatis, 1975, Peterson 1977):

(1) Let X and Z be independent life variables, with F^ and Fz continuous. Let
X' and Z' be independent life variables such that Sx* = Sx'* an{* S^* = S «̂*;
then F^ = F^1 and Fz = Fz>.

(2) If St* and S2* are a subsurvival pair and are continuous, then there exist
independent life variables X and Z such that S^* = Sj* and Sz* = S2*«

By observing independent copies of Y = (min{X,Z}, l{x<z}) w e c a n estimate the
subsurvival functions. Assuming independence of X and Z we can determine
uniquely the survival functions of X and Z; in this case the distributions of
X and Z are said to be identifiable from the censored data. Of course, X and Z
may not actually be independent, and in this case the survival functions
gotten via Theorem 1 would NOT be correct. Moreover, the independence
assumption can never be tested by the censored observations since, according
to Theorem 1 (2), any censored observations can be explained by an independent
model.

This does not mean that any censored observations can be explained by a model
with exponential life variables.

Independent Exponential Competing Risk

We can derive a very sharp criterion for independence and exponentiality in
terms of the subsurvival function:

Theorem 2: (Cooke 1993) Let X and Z be independent life variables, then any
two of the following imply the others:

(i) Sjf(t) = exp(-At);
(ii) Sz(t) = exp(-yz);
(Hi) S*x(t) = Aexp(-(A+r)t)/(A+r);

S*z(t) = yexp(-(A+y)t)/(A+y) a
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Remark (i) If X and Z are independent exponential life variables with
failure rates A and y, then

S*x(t)/S*A.(O) = S*z(t)/S*z(O) = exp(-(A+y)t)

(ii) From the above theorems, we see that for independent exponential
competing risks, S*A(t) = P{X>t and X<Z} can be computed as P(XAZ > t)P(X<Z).

Assuming independence, standard methods may be used to test the hypothesis
that both empirical conditional subsurvival functions follow the same
exponential distribution.

A few results are known for independent competing risks when one of the
variables is exponential.

Theorem 3 (Zheng and Klein 1994, Bedford and Meilijson 1995 ^ Let [S*x, S*t)
be a survival pair, and suppose that in the (unique) independent model
determined by (S*A-, S*.), X is exponentially distributed with failure rate A.
Consider the set of all joint distributions consistent with (S*y, S*z) in
which X is exponentially distributed, and let A denote the set of all
corresponding failure rates. Then A = min{/l}.

Theorem 4 (Cooke 1993) Let X ± Z with subsurvival functions S*^ and S*z

respectively. Let Sx(t) = exp(-At), and let Sz be continuous and strictly
monotone. If Z has a decreasing failure rate (increasing failure rate) then

S*x(t) S* z( t)

S*,v(0)

Random signs

Perhaps the simplest model for dependent competing risk is random signs
censoring (called age - dependent censoring in Cooke 1993). Consider a component
subject to right censoring, where X denotes the time at which a component
would expire if not censored. Suppose that the event that the component's life
be censored is independent of the age X at which the component would expire,
but given that the component is censored, the time at which it is censored may
depend on X. This might arise, e.g. if a component emits a warning before
expiring; if the warning is seen then the component is taken out, thus
censoring its life, otherwise it fails. The random signs model assumes
that the probability of seeing the warning is independent of the
component's age. This situation is captured in the following

Definition: Let X and Z be life variables with Z = X - f, where f is a random
variable, £ < X, P(f = 0) = 0, whose sign is independent of X. The variable Y
= (min{X,Z}, l{x<z)) 1S called a random signs censoring of X by Z.

A more general version of this result will appear in Annals of Statistics.
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Theorem 5 (Cooke 1993) Let (Si*, S2*) be a pair of continuous strictly
monotonic subsurvival functions; then the following are equivalent:

(1) There exist random variables £ and X, X X sgn(£), such that S ^ t
P(X>t n £<o>; sa*(t) = P(X-e > t n

(2) For all t > 0; S^ t J /S^O) > S*2(t)/S*2(0).B

Condition (1) of theorem 5 says that the subsurvival functions S*j and S*2 are
consistent with a random signs censoring model. For random signs censoring
under the conditions of theorem 5 the conditional probability of censoring is
maximal at the origin: $(t) = l/(l+S*A(t)/S*2(t)) < $(0). Not every set of
censored observations is consistent with a random signs censoring model.
Assuming continuity and strict monotonicity, Theorem 5 says that a random
signs censoring model exists if and only if for all t>0 the conditional
subsurvival function for failure dominates that of censoring. Under random
signs censoring the population of observed failures are statistically
equivalent to the original population, hence: A ~ m/JX. Recalling the
estimate under independent right censoring, A ~ m/(£x, + £z,), and noting that
typically £z, » Ext for reliable systems, it is evident that the independence
assumption can lead to gross underestimates of the critical failure rate in
the case of random signs censoring.

The random signs model has some persistence under mixing, even if the mixed
distributions are not identical. More precisely,

Theorem 6 Let Y; = (min{X,,Z,}, l{xi<zi)) ^ e random signs, i = 1,2. Define
Let Pi>0, P2 = 1 - Pj, and let P(<5 = i) = P,, with S independent of Y, and Y2.
Define:

X = Xs if Y$ = X$; X = oo otherwise;

Z = Zfi if Y6 = Z6; Z = oo otherwise;

Y = (min{X,Z}, \[x<z)).

Then Y satisfies condition (2) of Theorem 3 if

min{/?,,/?2}
max{a,(t),cv2(t)} < ; for all t > 0;

max{/3n/?2}

where

Pi = S**,-(0)/S*x,-(0); i = 1,2;

a,(t) = ^ ( t )M( t ) ; i = 1,2.

VPi(t) = S ^ t J / S ^ O ) ; i = 1,2;

^ ( t ) = S^(t)/S*Zi{0); i = 1,2;

Proof:

The subsurvival function for X and Z are respectively:
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S*xj(t)P, + S*x2(t)P2; S*«1{t)P1

Condition (2) above may be written as

S*x , ( t )P , + S**2<t)P2 S*x,(0)Px + S**2(0)P2

> ; t > 0. (4)
S * z , ( t ) P , + S*z 2 ( t )P 2 S*x,(0)P1 + S*r 2 (0)P 2

Since Ŷ  is random signs, we have cvj(t) > 0, i = 1,2. The denominator of the
LHS of (4) may be written as

a1(t)/?,vJ1(t)S*x1(O)P, + <*2(t)/?2v?2(t)S**2(0)P2

< max{a1(y)a2(t)}max{/?1,08}(p1(t)S*xl(O)P1 + ?>2(t)S*x2(0)P2).

Similarly, the denominator of the RHS may be written as

/?2S*x2(0)P2

S**2(0)P2).

Hence a sufficient condition for (4) is

max{cv,(t),<x2(t)} < ; for all t > 0.

This condition will always be satisfied if m i n ^ , / ^ } = max{/?!,/!?2}, which
means that the probability of {Xj < ZJ is the same in population 1 and 2.
Since in population i, the probability of {X,- < Z,} does not depend on X,-,
this means that the probability of {X < Z} cannot depend on X in the mixture
process, even if the distributions of (X^Zj) and (X2,Z2) are not the same.

If /?! and /?2 are different, with (Xi,Zj) and (X2,Z2) also having different
distributions, then knowing X might give information about the population from
which it came, and this in tern might give information about the probability
that {X<Z}, in violation of the definition of random signs. However, even in
this case, the subsurvival functions for Y could have the shape of (2) in
theorem 5, which admits a random signs representation.

Conditional independence model

A somewhat more complex model views the competing risk variables, X and Z, as
sharing a common quantity Y, and as being independent given Y:
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X = Y + W

Z = Y + U,

Y,U,\V mutually independent.

Explicit expressions can be derived for the case that Y, U, and Z are
exponential.

Theorem 7: Let Y,U,W be independent with Sy(t) = e~Ayt, Su(t) = e~Xtr\

= e~Aujt, then

ii) S*z(t) =
e"Ayt

( Ay+A«/) ( Ay-A^-Ay) Ay-A^-Ay

iii) S*x(t)
Ay-A|(r-Ay

S*x(t)
iv) = = S*x(t) + S*z(t).

S*A'(0) S*z(O)

v) S*A.(0)/E{XAZ) =

iv) If Y has an arbitrary distribution F such that P{Y > 0) = 1,
and Y independent of U and W, then

S*A-(t) S*z(t)

S*z(0)
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Proof:

\Vt may write the joint density f(x,z) of X and Z as

ml n(x , z)

f(x,z) = f,f(x-y)fy(z-y)fy(y)dy

y=o

in i 11

ml n( x , z )

- j A^e Aye

y=0

x

1{X<2}

y=0

rz

dy

y=o

•I-

[1 -

Writing:

S*x(t) = P(X > t n Z > X) = P(Y>x)P(U>W)

X 00

J J P(x-y < W < u)fy(u)fy(y)dudy.
y=0 u=x-y
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filling for the exponential distribution yields (i). Statement (ii) is
similar; and from these (iii) (iv) and (v) are calculations. To prove (vi) we
write

S**(t) = P(X > t n X < Z) = /P(X>t n X<Z|y)dF(y)

,00
= Jp(W>t-y n W<U|y)dF(y) + P(W<U)| dF(y)

using the independence of Y with (U,\V). Since the conditional probability
under the integral is just the subsurvival function for W starting at t-y, we
may write the last expression as

s*A.(O)Sy(t)l
J

(vi) follows by substitution.

Further, it is easy to see that XAZ is the sum of the Y and UAW. Hence the
expectation of XAZ is:

I/Ay + l/(Ay+A„,).

A calculation gives the variance;

VAR(XAZ) = I/Ay2 +

The ratio of the naked over the observed rocofs for x is found to be:

Together with S*x(0), these give three equations for estimating the three
parameters Ay, Ay and Åw, from which we see that this model is identifiable
from the subsurvival functions (of course, maximum likelihood provides a
better means of estimating these parameters).

Colored Poisson representation of competing risks.

Existing RDB's tend not to discuss statistical models underlying their methods
of calculation. When a statistical model is identified (EIREDA, Porn 1990),
it is more amenable to a colored Poisson representation of censoring. Though
this representation is fully equivalent with the independent exponential
representation discussed above, it affords additional insight into the the
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model's assumptions.

Let us first consider the process Y = Y1,Y2,..; where Ŷ  are independent
copies of Y = (min{F,M}, l{f<j»/j), and imagine data generated by instantly
replenishing a component socket with as good as new components whenever a
component exits service. The corrnonents exit service either because of failure
(F) or because of preventive mai,>' nance (M). If we plot the set of observed
"inter-arrival times" {f1f2,...;m1,m2,.-.} in calendar time, the
following picture emerges:

- I 1 1 1 1 i
t

s t a r t observing calendar t ime •*•

Figure 2
Calendar time picture of competing risk process

The process min{F,M} is just the process obtained by removing all labels.
Think of min{F,M} as the 'uncolored' process, and think of the M's as colored
magenta and the F's as colored fuchsia. The "coloring theorem" for Poission
processes says (Kingman 1993):

Theorem 8: If the uncolored process is a Poisson process with intensity v, and
if the coloring of a point is determined by the outcome of an independent coin
toss; heads for magenta, tails for fuchsia with P(heads) = p, then the magenta
points are a Poission process with intensity up, the fuchsia points are a
Poission process with intensity u(l-p), and the magenta and fuchsia processes
are independent. Conversely, the superposition of two independent Poisson
processes is a Poisson process whose intensity is the sum of the intensities
of the superposed processes.^

Suppose the process in Figure 2 happens to be a Poisson process with intensity
v when the coloring is removed. Theorem 8 says that we can look at the above
set of colored points as the superposition of two process. Instead of the
picture in Figure 2 we should then have:

m,

, l
* 1

t
s ta r t

m2

i

1

observi ng
u

m3
i

11'

u

1 1

1
1

calendar t ime •*

Mi

Figure 3
Superposition of M and F processes

KM and F now represent independent Poisson processes with intensities up and
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u(l-p), then their superposition is mathematically identical to the process in
Figure 2. Of course, the picture behind the scenes is very different. In
Figure 2, the socket gets replenished at each event, regardless of its color.
In Figure 3 the m's and f's do not get replenished at the same points. The
picture behind the scenes in Figure 3 does NOT correspond to data generated by
competing risks .... but in the case of independent Poisson processes these
happens to be mathematically identical.

A colored Poisson process is in a certain sense equivalent to independent
exponential competing risks. To formulate the result precisely, we adopt the
notation to Figure 3. A colored Poisson process starting at t = 0 may
therefore be represented as y = {MuM2...]fi,FuF2:.',<p} where {M,} and {F,}
are the inter-arrival times of two independent Poisson processes, starting at
t = 0, with intensities /x and tp respectively; the uncolored (Poisson) process
gotten by uncoloring the points has intensity v = {J.+(f>. The interleaving of
the two processes is uniquely determined in every realization {fi,f2vi
m1,m2)...;}•" The j - th failure occurs between the k-th and the (k+l)-th
preventive maintenances if

t mi < E U < E

y may be associated with a subsurvival pair as follows: Letting S[/(t) =
cxp[-(fi+<p)t) denote the survival function for the uncolored inter-arrival
times, S*,,(t) = Sy(t)/z/(/M-0); S^ t ) = Su(ttøi/tø+ø). /x/tø+ø) is the
probability of magenta, <p/(fi+(p) is the probability of fuchsia.

Theorem 9: (Cooke 1996)

(i) Let y = {M1,M2...;^,F1,F2...;0} be a colored Poisson process.
Then there is a unique independent competing risk process Y = (min{F,M},
l{F<M})i'i ' = I)2)--! associated with y. Moreover, M and F are exponentially
distributed with survival functions exp(-^t) and exp(-øt) respectively.^

(ii) Let Y, be independent copies of (min{F,M), l ^ « ^ ) ; i = 1,2,...; where M
and F are independent and exponentially distributed with survival functions
exp(-//t) and exp(-øt) respectively, and let Y = YltY2,..be the competing risk
renewal process associated with Y. Then Y is a colored Poisson process with
intensities \i and <f> for the M and F processes respectively.

The remark to theorem 2 receives the following interpretation in the language
of colored Poisson processes. Consider the distance between an uncolored point
Pj, and the previous uncolored point P,-_j. This distance follows an
exponential distribution with failure rate n+u, since fi+v is the failure rate
of min{X,Z}. If P,- is colored by flipping an independent coin, this does
not affect the distribution of P, - P,-_,. Hence, the distance between a
maintenance point and its nearest predecessor has the same distribution as the
distance between a failure point and its nearest predecessor. In other words,
given that a service sojourn terminates in preventive maintenance, the
distribution for the length of that sojourn is the same as the distribution
for the length of sojourn given termination in failure.
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Naked and observed failure rates

In this section we revert to k competing risks, Xi,...Xfc. As the result to be
demonstrated is not quite an obvious extension of the two-risk case. AXf

denotes the minimum of Xi,...Xjfc. In a competing risk context, we observe Y =
(AX,-,!^,- = Xj, j=l,...k). The marginal failure rate (2) of X<, rXi> is the
rate which would be observed if we could observe X,- without the observation
being censored by earlier occurrences of Xj, j 7s i. We say that risk X,- is
cured, if it is eliminated without disturbing the distributions of the other
risks. Mathematically, curing risk j corresponds to integrating out over
variable X;. If we could cure all risks other then i, then we should observe
the failure rate rxl. This is what we term the naked failure rate for X,-.

When the competing risks are not removed, we observe a different rate of
failure for X,\ The observed failure rate for Xj is defined as:

- d S , * ( t ) / d t
obr.-(t) = P(AX;- = X,-, Xj€(t,t+dt)| AX_,>t)/dt = .

E S / ( t ) (5)
i s *

If the competing risks are independent, then P(AXj>t) = nSi(t) = £S,*(t); this
is the basis of the identity of observed and naked failure rates for
independent competing risks:

Theorem 10: (Cooke 1996): If competing risks X^-.-Xt are independent, with
differentiable (sub)survival functions then rxi(t) = obr,(t), i = l,...k.a

If we assume that the competing risks are independent, then the problem of
estimating the naked failure rate simply does not arise, as the naked and
observed failure rates coincide. Of course, the renewal process obtained by
an exponential life variable by independent rebirth is a Poisson process, and
the rate of occurrence of failures in the Poisson process is just the
(constant) failure rate of the exponential distribution of inter-arrival
times. Theorems 6 and 7 now yield the following characterization of
independent exponential competing risks:

/ / competing risks are independent and exponential, then the rate of
occurrence of each risk is unaffected by curing other risks.

In particular, if preventive maintenance and critical failure are independent
exponential competing risks, then abandoning all preventive maintenance would
not affect the rate of occurrence of critical failure. This indicates how
inappropriate current modeling assumptions may be.

Many familiar results carry over mutatis mutandis for obseved processes when
we use the obseved failure rates; and of course this holds regardless of
dependencies between the competing risks. The most important observation is:

Theorem 11: The subsurvival functions of a competing risk variable with k
competing risks may be expressed in terms of the observed failure rates, in
fact:
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f,-(t) = I obrj(u) exp (-I £ obrj(v)dv ]duS*,(t) = | obrj(u) exp ( - | £ obrj(v)dv Jdu (6)

t

Proof:

By adding the expressions from definition {5):

Since the LHS is the differential of the survival function of the minimum AX,-,
its value at t = 0 must be one, and

,lS*j(t) = e x p ( - [ ^ob r^v jdv ] . (7)

Returning to the definition:

S*((t) = f dS*4(u) + S*4(0) = S*,(0) - f obr,(u)( J S*y(u»du

r°o k f» it

= J obr,(u)( £ S*y(u))du - J obr,(u)( £S*y(u))du

-f.
= obr,(u) exp f- £ obr,(v)dv ")du

J JoJ = 1

It is interesting to express the observed rates of occurrence of the various
risks (sometimes called the prevalence) in terms of the observed failure
rates. Let y be the competing risk renewal process generated
replenishing independent copies of

Y =

where the begin of observation is randomi P(Y=0) = 0 and E(AX,) exists.
Then the equilibrium observed rate of occurrence of failure type j is defined
as:
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P(X7 = AX,)
obrocof ,• = .

E(AX, )

Using the results of the previous theo/-ms we can write this as

obrocof,- = —-

obr,(u) expf-l £ obr, (v)dv]du
J J o ' = 1

k "°°*.(u)d« r
•' ' expf-f T. obr,(v)dv")du

Remark: If obr,-(t) = A;- (constant) for j = l,...k, then:

i) S*;(t) = — exp{- I AA

ii) P(Xj = AX() = S*_,(0) = — -

iv) obrocof j = Aj-

These same formula are known for independent exponential competing risks. Of
course, if the risks are independent, then the observed failure rate is equal
to the naked failure rate (Theorem 9) and the known formula are obtained.

In the case of two competing risks the following result is convenient:

Theorem 12: Let Y, be iid copies of Y = {min(X,Z), lx<2}, then
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obz(t)S*x(t) S*x(t)(d/dt)
i) ob*(t) = -

S*z(t) S*x(t)+S*z(t)

ii) obx(t) =

Proof: The proof of the first statement is a calculation, substituting the
definition of the observed failure rates in (d/dt)(S*x(t))/S*2(t). The second
statement is trivial.^

From the above we see that if S*x(t)/S*z(t) = a, independent of time, then
ob^/ob^ = o;. If the risks are independent, then these facts carry over to the
naked failure rates. The second statement Telates the failure rate of the
conditional subsurvival function to the observed failure rate.

Uncertainty Bounds

We discuss bounds on one of the variables in a competing risk distribution.

Let F* be the subcumulative distribution of the life process X of interest:

F*(t) = P(X < t and X < Z);

and let Fm,„ be the cumulative distribution of the minimum of X and Z:

Fmin(t) = P(X A Z < t).

Peterson (1976) observed that the survival function for X, Sx satisfies

1 - F*(t) > S*(t) > 1 - Fmin(t);
2

and he showed that these bounds are sharp in the following sense. For all t
and all e > 0 there are survival functions Sj and S2, depending on t and e
satisfying

Si* = S2* = Sx*;

1 - F*(t) + e > S,(t); 1 - FBta(t) - £ < S2(t).

If F is the cumulative distribution function for X, these bounds can also be
written as

F*(t) < F(t) < Fmin(t).

Through any point between the functions Fmin and F* there passes a
(non-unique) distribution function for X which is consistent with the censored

It is noted in appendix in Cooke et al (1993) that Peterson's statement is
true only under certain continuity conditions.
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data. This does not say that any distribution function between F* and Fmtn is
a possible distribution of X. In fact:

Theorem 13 (Bedford and Meilijson 1996) If F is a cumulative distribution
function satisfying

F*(t) < F(t) < Fmin(t),

then there is a joint distribution for (X,Z) with F as marginal distribution
for X if and only if for all tu t2, t] < t2)

F(t,) - F*(t1) < F(t2) - F*(t2).-

In other words, the distance between F(t) and F*(t) must be increasing in t.

Although there may be a wide band between Fmin(t) and F*(t) the band of
exponential cumulative distributions passing through this band may be quite
narrow. A better visual appreciation of the data is afforded by considering
the time average failure rates. Recall that the failure rate rx(t) for X is
given by:

rx(t) = -dSA-(t)/Sx(t) = d(ln(SA-(t))/dt

so that the time average failure rate is

-ln(S*(t))/t = (l/t) f rA.(u)du.
o

Of course, if SA-(t) = exp(-At), then the time average failure rate is just the
(constant) failure rate A. Applying this transformation the Peterson bounds
become:

lmin(t) = -ln(l-F*(t))/t < (l/t)frA.(u)du < -In(l-Fm(n(t))/t = lmax(t).

At each time t, the set of numbers between lmax(t) and lmin(t) corresponds to
the time average failure rates at time t which are consistent with the data up
to time t. As t •* oo, F*(t) * P(X < Z) < 1 so that lmin(t) •* 0. Hence the
lower bound on the admissible values of the time average failure rate
decreases as time becomes large. Taking sup on the LHS and inf on the RHS of
the above equation, we obtain bounds [At, Au] on all admissible constant
failure rates:

tø, K] = n [lmax(t), lmin(t)].

These bounds reflect a lack of knowledge in A due to non-identifiability of
the distribution for X caused by censoring. This lack of knowledge cannot be
reduced by observations unless the censoring is suspended. Note that [Aj, Au]
can be narrow or even empty, even though there is a large swath between lmin
and lmax. In this case there would be substantial unidentifiability in the
time average failure rate, but 'very few' admissible time average failure
rates would be constant.
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In practice we also have to deal another lack of knowledge, namely that caused
by a limited number of observations.

Confidence bounds on [Åt, Au]

The goal of this section is to find confidence bounds for A( and Au.

The quantity Emtn = E(XAZ) can be estimated from the data. If X is exponential
with failure rate A we have E(X) = I/A > Emln. This leads to an upper bound on
A. If fx and a are the empirical mean and standard deviation of N independent
observations of XAZ, then yN(/x-Emin)/<r follows approximately a standard normal
distribution. Hence

H - 1.65tr/VN; M + 1.65<r/VN

are approximate classical 90% confidence bounds for Emin and by inverting
these we obtain 90% classical confidence bounds for A.

Though simple and transparent, this procedure yields only confidence bounds
for Au; it says nothing about Aj.

t-wise bounds

One possibility for obtaining confidence bounds on the endpoints of the
intervals [A{, Au] is to use the Peterson bounds. A rather obvious idea gives
insight into the interpretation of the Peterson bounds, but does not yield
confidence bounds. Bounds based on the Chi square test are sketched briefly.
Bedford and Meilijson (1996) discusses a non-parametric test. We consider only
the case where X follows an exponential distribution. We write the Peterson
bounds as:

lmin(t) = -ln(l-F*(t))/t < (1/t) rA-(u)du < -ln(l-Fmin(t))/t = Imax(t).
Jo

For each t, the probabilities F*(t) and Fmin(t) can be estimated from the
data. Classical confidence bounds on these estimates can be substituted into
the above expression to yield classical confidence bounds for the time average
failure rate of X, for each time t.

If X is exponential with failure rate A then maxt{lmin(t)} < A <
mint{lmax(t)}. The sampling distributions of maxt{lmin(t)} and mint{lmax(t)}
are not known, and even if they were known they wouldn't help. Suppose, for
example, that lmax(t) is the constant r (corresponding to XAZ exponential with
failure rate r). Let us draw 100 samples of size N and compute the empirical
lmax(t) in each N-sample. We will find in most cases, say 95 of the 100, that
the minimum over t of the empirical lmax(t) is less than r. It may thus arise
that the 95% quantile of the empirical min{lmax(t)} is less than the true
limiting value of min{lmax(t)}, namely r.

It is useful to have a picture of the "t-wise sampling fluctuations" of the
Peterson bounds. If in n(t) of N independent observations of (XAZ, lx<z) t n e
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event (X < t n X < Z) is observed to occur, then the quantity

VN(n(t)/N - F*(t))/ff

is approximately standard normal where a2= F*(t){l - F*(t)) may be estimated
as (nN-n )/N . Hence the classical 5% lower confidence bound for
-ln(l-F*(t))/t can be written as

A,(0 = -ln[l - (n(t)/N -1.65<r(t)/VN)]/t.

Similarly, if m(t) is the number of observations of the event (XAZ < t) in N
independent observations of (XAZ, \x<z) then an upper 95% classical
confidence bound for -ln(l-Fmin(t))/t is

Au(() = -ln[l - (m(t)/n + 1.65cr'(t)/N)/t

where now a'2 is estimated as (mN-m2)/N2. The curves A//f), Åuf,\ have the
following interpretation. If we repeatedly draw samples of size N from the
distribution of (XAZ, lx<z), then for each t, in 95% of the N-samples the
empirical version of lmin(t) is greater than Aj(<) and in 95% of the N-samples
the empirical version of lmax(t) is less than Au(,j. This does not mean that
95% of the N-samples lie above A((,j (below AU(fj) for all t.

Chi square bounds:

Chi square bounds for A can be given by the following method,which we
illustrate for the lower Peterson bound. Let p, = P(i-1 < X < i, X < Z); i =
l,...m. The lower Peterson bound may be written as a set of inequality
constraints on Pi,...pm:

constraint set C: p : < l-e~"\
P!+p2 < l-e"2A;
P1+P2 +P3 £ l-e-3A;

ri-ntA

Put p = (Pi,...pm+i); pm+i = 1 - Pi - ...pm. Suppose we have N independent
observations of the variable Y = (XAZ, \x<z)- Let s = (s!,...sm+1); sm+1 = 1 -
S!-...-sm; where s, = # { i | i - l < X < i, X < Z}/N, i = l,...m. Fix a value A and
a'.k, which probability vector p satisfying constraint set C has the greatest
likelihood given the data (s,N)? If the sample s itself satisfies C, then s is
the vector of maximal likelihood satisfying C. In this case A is certainly not
"too small". As A gets smaller, eventually the sample will violate one or more
of the constraints. This does not mean that A is "too, small", as the
violation may be explainable as a chance fluctuation. To determine whether A
is "too small" we find a probability vector p which solves a constrained
optimization problem:

minimize Q(p) = 2N£s,-ln(sl-/pl-) subject to constraint set C

The quantity Q(p) is the log likelihood ratio for the hypothesis that the data
has been generated by independent samples from p; its asymptotic distribution
is Chi square with m degrees of freedom. If the optimal p, for fixed A, is
is such that Q(p) is so large as to fall in the upper critical region, then
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the hypothesis that the data were generated by independent samples from p
would be rejected, hence every vector p satisfying C would also be rejected
and accordingly A would also be rejected. In numerical experiments performed
to date this method gives good results, but is somewhat sensitive to the
number of cells m and to the cell size (t months).

Subsurvival diagnostics

This section discusses heuristic rules for drawing inferences about the naked
failure rates from the observed subsurvival functions. The function

0(t) =

is used. Further notation is:

r^(t), rg(t): the naked failure rates of X and Z respectively.

obA'(t), obz(t): observed failure rates of X and Z respectively.

M*)) cz( l): failure rates in conditional subsurvival functions of X and
Z respectively.

The following statements follow from the theorems in the previous sections.

1. / / the risks are exponential and independent, then the conditional
subsurvival functions are equal and exponential.

2. / / ø is constant then the observed failure rates are proportional

3. / / ø is constant and the risks are independent, then the naked failure
rates are proportional.

4. / / the risks are independent, TZ is constant, and r x is increasing; then
0(0) > ø(t); if TX is decreasing then ø(0) < ø(t); t > 0.

5. / / the risks are independent, rx is constant, and T% is increasing; then
0(0) < ø(t) if vz is decreasing then ø(0) > ø(t); t > 0.

6. / / the risks are independent, then rz(t) = ø(t)cz(t); r^(t) =

7. / / the random signs model holds, then 0(0) > <j)(t), t > 0.

8. / / the conditional independence model holds with exponential marginals,
then the conditional subsurvival functions are equal and ø is constant.

If X is associated with a failure event which the maintenance policy would
like to prevent, and if Z is associated with a maintenance action, then the
random signs model is a good explanation in case ø(0) > ø(t) (this includes
the case <p decreasing).

If ø is constant then the conditional independence may be a plausible model
for coupling X and Z. If ø is increasing, then we have no plausible model for
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coupling X and Z, and would regard them as independent. This would indeed
arise for exponential components if the probability of maintaining a component
at any given time was independent of the component's condition at that time,
other than increasing with the component's age. An extreme case of this model
is type I censoring, where all components are censored which survive out to
time T. The probability of censoring before T is zero and the conditional
probability of censoring at T, given that the component lives to T, is one.
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In addition, Risø advises the authorities on nuclear issues.

Research profile
Risø's research is strategic, which means that it is
long-term and directed toward areas which technological
solutions are called for, whether in Denmark or globally.
The reasearch takes place within 11 programme areas:

• Wind energy
• Energy materials and energy technologies for the future
• Energy planning
• Environmental impact of atmospheric processes
• Processes and cycling of matter in ecosystems
• Industrial safety
' Environmental aspects of agricultural production
• Nuclear safety and radiation protection
• Structural materials
• Materials with special physical and diem ical properties
• Optical measurement techniques and information processing
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Transfer of Knowledge
Risø's research results are transferred to industry and
authorities through:

Co-operation on research
Co-operation in R&D consortia
R&D clubs and exchange of researchers
Centre for Advanced Technology
Patenting and licencing activities

And to the world of science through:

• Publication activities
• Network co-operation
• PhD education and post docs

Key Figures
Risø has a staff of more than 900, including more than 300
researchers and 100 PhD students and post docs. Risø's
1996 budget totals DKK 471 m, of which 45 % cone from
research programmes and commercial contracts, while the
remainder is covered by government appropriations.



Objective
Risø's objective is to provide society and industry with
new opportunities for development in three main areas:

• Energy technology and energy planning
• Environmental aspects of energy, industrial and agricultural production
• Materials and measuring techniques for industry

In addition, Risø advises the authorities on nuclear issues.

Research profile
Risø's research is strategic, which means that it is
long-term and directed toward areas which technological
solutions are called for, whether in Denmark or globally.
The reasearch takes place within 11 programme areas:

Wind energy
Energy materials and energy technologies for the future
Energy planning
Environmental impact of atmospheric processes
Processes and cycling of matter in ecosystems
Industrial safety
Environmental aspects of agricultural production
Nuclear safety and radiation protection
Structural materials
Materials with special physical and chemical properties
Optical measurement techniques and information processing
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Transfer of Knowledge
Risø's research results are transferred to industry and
authorities through:

• Co-operation on research
• Co-operation in R&D consortia
• R&D clubs and exchange of researchers
• Centre for Advanced Tech nology
• Patenting and licencing activities

And to the world of science through:

• Publication activities
• Network co-operation
• PIiD education and post docs

Key Figures
Risø has a staff of more than 900, including more than 300
researchers and 100 PhD students and post docs. Risø's
1996 budget totals DKK 471 m, of which 45 % come from
research programmes and commercial contracts, while the
remainder is covered by government appropriations.


